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A Taste of Brooklyn 2022-02-01
enjoy delicious meals that bring family and friends together around the table a taste of brooklyn
cookbook is a first class italian american cookbook with gorgeous full color photos and easy
mouthwatering recipes a taste of brooklyn cookbook offers 120 easy italian american family favorites
and restaurant classic recipes true stories and cherished memories delicious lite and healthy meals
recipes for weeknight holidays and romantic dinners that are perfect for any occasion i believe my
cookbook will become a family favorite for you all the recipes in this cookbook are a wide variety of
dishes that are simply delicious

A Place Called Brooklyn 2022-04
growing up in the 1940 s and 50 s in a place called brooklyn the center of our universe was located
deep in the section called red hook and bushwick at smith 9th the old ind subway is grandly elevated
as the highest elevated station in both brooklyn and the city conforming to old regulations that allow
tall mast ships to navigate the gowanus canal the metal trestles and pillars are constructed of
concrete like that grand station so are our memories casts in a concrete never dying remembrance of
what life was like once upon a time a generation of very poor children living in brooklyn ny post world
war ii lived in cold water flats their immigrant parents arrived here from such places as ireland italy
germany puerto rico and were mainly unskilled laborers they struggled day to day to support their
families with basic needs and an education with a deep god abiding focus on hope for the future out
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of that setting we would like to take you by the literary hand and revisit some of the experiences that
made bushwick and red hook in our lives so memorable join us as we document and recall eye
witnessed accounts of some of these experiences join us as we view street games we played many of
these games self taught and many others passed along from one generation to the next imagine
these children not having electronics with perhaps the exception of a portable radio many living in
cold water flats or apartments with or without an indoor toilet this meant whoever did not have an
indoor toilet used an outhouse a narrow shack located outside the building without plumbing
generally a flat had two or three rooms no heat and no hot water from a sink no bathtub maybe a
laundry sink which could double as a bathtub some apartments had a coal stove for cooking food and
the stove also provided heat the children lived with their parents grandparents and in some cases
along with aunts and uncles these children would wake up every morning to a meager breakfast and
either sent off to school or let out of their home to fend for themselves but the rule was they were
expected to return home for dinner and be on time these stories are not meant to chronicle pain and
suffering that a generation endured but to document some the experiences growing up on the streets
of the densely populated brooklyn their ingenuity bested boredom through street games and
spontaneous adventures games like tag buck buck hide go seek one and over ring a leavee o and
others that did not require a ball rope skates bat baseball cards marbles straws etc occupied our time
and we can add to this mix various adventure games that involved fireworks chalk balloons lumber
sticks yo yos straws also discarded items skates gallon glass jars cans carriages etc that could be
recycled into a game or new object these stories feature pepino a nine year old italian american kid
who lives with his mother father and teenage sister in the red hook neighborhood of brooklyn new
york during a summer right after world war ii and told through his eyes
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Angel of Brooklyn 2010-09-30
it is january 1914 and jonathan crane returns home from his travels with a new american bride former
coney island showgirl beatrice in the remote lancashire village beatrice is the focus of attention the
men captivated by her beauty the women initially charmed by tales of her upbringing in normal
illinois with her father an amateur taxidermist and her brother a preacher although she will take the
story of how she became the angel of brooklyn to her grave but when the men head off to fight in the
great war the glamorous newcomer slowly becomes an object of suspicion and jealousy for the
women who are left behind and as the years pass and their resentment grows beatrice s secret
proves to be her undoing beautifully observed tragic funny and so evocative that you can taste the
candy floss at coney island and feel the chill of wartime england angel of brooklyn is an extraordinary
heartbreaking story

The President Street Boys 2016-07-26
this true crime memoir of 1950s brooklyn shares a revealing look at life inside the mafia at the height
of its power frank dimatteo was born into a family of mob hitmen his father and godfather were
shooters and bodyguards for infamous mafia legends the gallo brothers his uncle was a capo in the
genovese crime family and bodyguard to frank costello with family connections like those frank knew
everybody in the neighborhood and they knew him after dropping out of high school frank lived
gangster style with the boys on president street in this lively memoir frank tells it like it really was
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growing up in the mob he shares wild stories about everyone from the old school mafia dons and
infamous five families to the new breed independents who didn t answer to nobody he had a front row
seat as the gallo gang waged war against wiseguys with more power more money and more guns and
he reveals the shocking deathbed confessions that will blow the lid off the sordid deeds stunning
betrayals and all too secret history of the american mafia the president street boys was originally self
published as lion in the basement

The Brooklyn Bridge 2005
bringing together more than sixty images of the bridge that over the years have graced postcards
magazine covers and book jackets and appeared in advertisements cartoons films and photographs
haw traces the diverse and sometimes jarring ways in which this majestic structure has been received
adopted and interpreted as an american idea haw s account is not a history of how the bridge was
made but rather of what people have made of the brooklyn bridge in film music literature art and
politics from its opening ceremonies to the blackout of 2003 book jacket

Brooklyn South 2006-12
this is the story of the conflict between a brooklyn detective and the head of a new york organized
crime family the crime boss is helpful to the organized crime task force in eliminating his enemies the
detective is appalled by the duplicitous nature of the relationship between the crime boss and the
police torn by the need for the cooperation from the crime boss and his sense of sleeping with the
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devil the detective struggles with the relationship on a parallel track the detective meets the son of
the crime boss and is impressed by the youngster who is conflicted by the way of his father as well as
the expectations placed upon him the detective subtly urges the son not to follow the ways of his
father he strongly encourages the son to follow a legitimate life style the son comes to admire the
integrity of the detective a level of respect develops the detective understands the pressure on the
son of the crime boss the son respects the fundamental decency of the detective the detective in his
own research learns of a business connection between the head of the crime family and senior
politicians his superiors do not want the connection pursued and strongly direct that the detective
cease his investigation the detective s career is threatened deeply disturbed by the extent of the
corruption the detective continues to develop the case finally the detective presents a pervasive and
compelling overview then faced with a potential revelation of the broad based corruption the crime
boss with the acceptance of the politicians decide to eliminate the detective through an unrelated
ruse the son of the crime boss learns of his father s plans and desperately tries to talk his father out
of the planned hit as unnecessary the son is unsuccessful the son of the crime boss moved by the
senseless killing in turn seeks out the son of the detective and quietly tries to

The Names and Addresses of the Woters for the Communist
Party Ticket in the 1936 General Election of the Boroughs of
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New York City 1936
green wood cemetery was founded in 1838 and soon became one of america s foremost tourist
attractions it is the resting place for many notables including tiffany steinway and currier and ives but
the cemetery also has a hidden baseball history green wood is home to almost two hundred baseball
pioneers members of the knickerbocker atlantic and excelsior clubs of the nineteenth century
brooklyn s beloved charles ebbets stadium owners ball makers and the father of baseball henry
chadwick the first baseball monument appeared at green wood in 1862 to honor the game s first
martyr and star james creighton jr initiating baseball s tradition of honoring its own with stone or
bronze memorials green wood cemetery has since served as a model for other tributes including
those found at the national baseball hall of fame and yankee stadium s monument park baseball
legends of brooklyn s green wood cemetery through painstaking research brings these baseball
legends back to life with a compelling array of rare images that tell the story of the game s birth in
brooklyn new york city and hoboken

Baseball Legends of Brooklyn's Green-Wood Cemetery 2003
over 40 historians folklorists and ordinary brooklyn jews present a vivid living record of this
astonishing cultural heritage 150 illustrations map
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Jews of Brooklyn 2002
howard kessler has lived the fast life of a hollywood star what could howard possibly need after a
lifetime filled with everything anyone could ever want when he gets fired from the set of a film which
was supposed to resurrect his status and details come out about a sordid drunken affair with a
possibly underage groupie his long time girlfriend leaves him and howard embarks on soul searching
expedition that takes him right back to brooklyn against the will of his trusted friend and agent his
expectations of finding fulfillment and vindication were high as he left los angeles city limits he
envisioned a big welcome warm embraces and the nostalgia of the fun of the past as he travels east
he realizes he has a better opportunity to reinvent himself and changes his objective the reunion
provides the painful details of the past and reminds howard why he left coney island and never turned
back he seizes the opportunity to exploit the guys and the put the old and not so pretty stories in a
screenplay while he holes up in a condo in brighton beach to write it the untrusting daughter and
journalist of one of his pals writes a scathing expose of howard in a high profile glossy magazine using
interviews given by members of the old gang and others meanwhile howard s agent and close friend
begins to lose confidence not to mention his main source of commissions and wavers in his loyalty the
old gang was never as tight as they would like to remember and the reunion opens wounds incurred
by old girlfriends gambling debts petty crimes and grand larceny and enough secrets to fill a book
howard found success once he left brooklyn but at a cost that he may regret leaving abruptly and
cutting ties for decades had enabled trivial resentments to turn into lifelong grudges when he seizes
an opportunity to turn his career around by writing an exploitive memoir using their stories he doesn t
heed the risks of getting involved with the old gang again the guys hire their own writer to dig up dirt
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on howard for a glossy magazine and in a tussle of reputations hollywood wins out in the end and
howard reinvents his career as a successful writer director and producer the old gang breaks apart
once again this time with much more to lose back stabbed in brooklyn is written through the multiple
perspectives of the old gang howard s agent and the expose writer it is roughly 70 000 words

Back(stabbed) in Brooklyn 2010-08
largely forgotten now frankie yale was an influential new york mobster of the early 20th century
whose proteges included future leaders of new york s five mafia families and chicago s outfit his
influence extended to chicago where he personally committed two of the city s most notorious
underworld assassinations and waged a five year war to wrest control of brooklyn s docks from irish
rivals his murder marked new york city s first use of a tommy gun in gangland warfare the same
weapon used in chicago s st valentine s day massacre seven months later yale s passing destabilized
gotham s mafia paving the way for an upheaval that modified and modernized the structure of
american syndicated crime for the next six decades despite yale s prominence during his life this is
the first biography to survey his life and career

Iceman of Brooklyn 2021-04-16
the voices of brooklyn i m a brooklyn guy it s in my bones and it s there in brooklyn there s a certain
rhythm you get growing up there every brooklyn kid has it always on the right beat the bronx no
queens you were out of it but brooklyn that was it mel brooks williamsburg everyone got along
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because we had one major thing that held everyone in brooklyn together the emergence of big time
sports that happened after world war i you could be an irishman an italian and a jew and you could all
be in ebbets field sitting together rooting for the dodgers pete hamill park slope i never really saw
anyplace in the world as a kid except brooklyn so to me brooklyn was the world every avenue was
another country it was a rough place to be sure you could say the wrong thing make the wrong turn
and be rubbed or killed and i guess i was lucky because i had a talent that enabled me to get out a
part of me will always be that kid shooting hoops with a dream in my hand as much as a basketball
stephon marbury coney island both my parents were hard hands on workers and that was the
foundation of everything for me their work ethic was just over the top and as a result of that i worked
hard no matter what level job i had in the media i was that tough brooklyn girl pushing my way to the
front which eventually became the top i was never afraid of hard work i was always a go getter and
that was something that came directly out of being born in brooklyn i cherish that as i cherish my
entire upbringing in brooklyn maria bartiromo bay ridge a captivating oral portrait of america s
favorite borough in the words of those who know brooklyn best mel brooks spike lee arthur miller joan
rivers norman mailer cousin brucie maria bartiromo pete hamill and many other current and former
inhabitants song of brooklyn gathers the oral testimony of nearly one hundred brooklynites past and
present famous and unknown about a mythic borough that is also an indisputably real place these
witnesses speak eloquently of what it was like back then when the dodgers played in ebbets field
later when the borough fell on hard times and now when it has come roaring back on the tracks of a
real estate boom giving it celebrity chic and hipster cred with this surprising and inspiring renaissance
in full swing the story of brooklyn is one of the great and still ongoing chapters of the american urban
experience and song of brooklyn sings that tune in pitch perfect key
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Printing Trade News 1911
for the first time here is brooklyn s story through the eyes of its greatest storytellers like paris in the
twenties or postwar greenwich village brooklyn today is experiencing an extraordinary cultural boom
in recent years writers of all stripes from jhumpa lahiri jennifer egan and colson whitehead to nicole
krauss and jonathan safran foer have flocked to its patchwork of distinctive neighborhoods but as
literary critic and journalist evan hughes reveals the rich literary life now flourishing in brooklyn is part
of a larger fascinating history with a dynamic mix of literary biography and urban history hughes
takes us on a tour of brooklyn past and present and reveals that hiding in walt whitman s fort greene
park hart crane s brooklyn bridge the raw williamsburg of henry miller s youth truman capote s famed
house on willow street and the contested streets of jonathan lethem s boerum hill is the story of more
than a century of life in america s cities literary brooklyn is a prismatic investigation into a rich literary
inheritance but most of all it s a deep look into the beloved borough a place as diverse and
captivating as the people who walk its streets and write its stories

Documents of the Senate of the State of New York 1894
memoirs fdny 33 years brooklyn firehouses the the pride and the heart of flatbush frank j solimeno i
am not bragging about serving 33 years in the fdny i know firefighters that served 35 years under the
old pension system for full pay under 10 000 per year i know firefighters that work until age of 65
years old god bless them i am doing this because i want to tell my story about serving in the fdny
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companies of the 41 battalion

Song of Brooklyn 2008-06-10
evie wall semi autobiographical fiction it was just a quick trip to new york for a touch of romance in
the otherwise reclusive life of ellie russ she left savannah for a day in brooklyn dinner and the
metropolitan opera as in her favorite film moonstruck best laid plans the moment she entered
giancarlo s restaurant a crazy procession of events began from a comical mishap and a black eye to a
missed flight that saved her from a fiery plane crash her fortune was linked to stan ponti
restauranteur and firefighter as they gave aid to the few crash survivors the devastation they saw led
ellie and stan to reaffirm their own lives through reckless lovemaking her film fantasy began to
materialize stan schemed to keep her in brooklyn ellie had gone in search of a little vicarious romance
a night in brooklyn is the account of her journey told with humor and insight in her own eccentric
narrative

Literary Brooklyn 2011-08-16
a vampire who is confined to brooklyn gives up his immortality to save the human love of his life and
unknowingly wades into a much larger supernatural conspiracy ryan driggs has lived in brooklyn for
128 years 96 of them as one of the last members of a tribe of blood eating immortals who have called
the borough home since before colonial times besides the occasional hard to control thirst his life in
the twenty first century is uneventful until he meets jennifer a human from manhattan with whom he
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falls in love unable to leave brooklyn without reverting back to his original cancer stricken human
state ryan knows he must tell jennifer who and what he really is but before he can find the words she
is kidnapped by a tribe of manhattan vampires and ryan discovers that for a reason unknown to him
he is a target too after contacting the oldest member of his tribe a former slave named frank lafayette
and after an attempt on their lives that leaves two of frank s employees dead ryan realizes he s been
thrust into a world that is more dangerous than anything he d imagined as he travels to manhattan to
rescue jennifer forsaking his immortality he gets caught up in a roller coaster of violence lies
manipulation and a power struggle that stretches back thousands of years chris vola s only the dead
know brooklyn takes place in a world where conspiracies are more than just theories where ryan must
decide to fight or forsake both of the species he s called his own

St. Nicholas 1875
investigative journalism holds democracies and individuals accountable to the public but important
stories are going untold as news outlets shy away from the expense of watchdog reporting
computational journalism using digital records and data mining algorithms promises to lower the cost
and increase demand among readers james hamilton shows

The Pride and the Heart of Flatbush: MEMOIRS FDNY 33
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YEARS BROOKLYN FIRE HOUSE 2021-04-20
this intriguing and entertaining collection of short stories reveals the complexity of living life without a
net gritty characters are confronted with overpowering dramatic events that are never seamlessly
woven the reader is drawn into their distinctive frailty and yearning to rise above the clamor and
fearlessly face their vulnerabilities and faults each story is devotedly crafted with evocative features
endearing people a sense of place disjointed relationships endeavoring to attain acceptance and
compassion

A Night In Brooklyn 2004-10-01
like the acclaimed television series the sopranos a guy from brooklyn offers a keen insight into the
complexity of human nature unlike the mafia don however guy lorenzos life defining journey leads
him from the tough brooklyn streets to the hallowed halls of academia while reminiscent of the great
european novels of development a guy from brooklyn is pure americana often simultaneously solemn
and hilarious and always thought provoking

Annual Report of the Regents 1894
this book shows how modern brooklyn s proud urban identity as an arts friendly community originated
in the mid nineteenth century before and after the civil war brooklyn s elite many engaged in atlantic
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trade established more than a dozen cultural societies including the philharmonic society academy of
music and art association the associative ethos behind brooklyn s fine arts flowering built upon
commercial networks that joined commerce culture and community this innovative carefully
researched and documented history employs the concept of parallel renaissances it shows influences
from renaissance italy and liverpool then connected to new york through regular packet service like
the black ball line that ferried people ideas and cargo across the atlantic civil war disrupted brooklyn s
renaissance the city directed energies towards war relief efforts and the women s sanitary fair the
gilded age saw brooklyn s renaissance energies diluted by financial and political corruption planning
the brooklyn bridge and consolidation with new york city in 1898

Only the Dead Know Brooklyn 2017-05-30
the mercury man is a collection of thirty six memoir narratives about growing up on the streets of
brooklyn in an italian working class family in the 1950s and early 60s with his doo wop singing gang
fighting sexually provocative and drug abusing crew in this intimate collection frank gioia shines a
light on the offbeat unusual and destructive with the sounds and texture of an earlier time and place

Democracy’s Detectives 2016-10-10
a collected history of the 100 most notorious criminals to walk the streets of the new york city
borough brooklyn s most wanted parades an impressive perp walk of 100 of the borough s most
notorious ranking them meticulously from bad to worst from crime bosses to career criminals to
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corrupt politicians pedophile priests to ponzi scammers this is not your usual crime chronicle you want
labor racketeering ponzi scheming hijacking murder loan sharking arson illegal gambling money
laundering fugetaboutit take this guided gangland tour of brooklyn the broken land and meet
everyone from the south brooklyn boys to the soviet thugs of brighton beach s little odessa want to
know what billy the kid john wilkes booth and the son of sam all have in common brooklyn anthony
gaspipe casso al capone frankie yale paul vario roy demeo and so many more malicious malcontents
and maniacs stalk these pages as author craig mcguire rank a rogues gallery of the best of the worst
from brooklyn s crime ridden past and present this includes more than a century of screaming crime
blotter headlines spotlighting epic cases like the brooklyn godmother the sex killer of brooklyn the
nurse girl murder the long island railroad massacre the thrill kills gang and many more from son of
sam to son of sal little lepke to big paulie the butcher of brooklyn the vampire of brooklyn the gang
who couldn t shoot straight and even the man who murdered brooklyn baseball they re all here much
more than murder incorporated this book features kingpins and lone wolves alike with a line up
featuring many of the multi ethnic mobs mimicking the original la cosa nostra the russian mafia the
albanian mafia the polish mafia the greek mafia in fact this book contains more mafias than you can
shake a bloody blackjack at the author s proprietary notorious brooklyn index analyzes criminal
activity socio economic type notoriety relation to brooklyn and more for a final score that s far from
conjecture though it will undoubtedly spark debate praise for brooklyn s most wanted never has
anyone put together a look into so many of brooklyn s worst this is a great read i highly recommend
thomas dades retired nypd detective bestselling author of friends of the family if you love all things
brooklyn like i do this is an absolute must read you need on your shelf a revealing rousing rip roaring
tour that will slice you right into the underbelly of new york city s most historic borough ron valdes co
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founder brooklyn creative partners

Report 1946
during the 1952 world series a yankee fan trying to watch the game in a brooklyn bar was told why
don t you go back where you belong yankee lover i got a right to cheer my team the intruder
responded this is a free country this ain t no free country chum countered the dodger fan this is
brooklyn brooklynites loved their bums pee wee reese jackie robinson duke snider roy campanella
and all the murderous parade of regulars who after years of struggle finally won the world series in
1955 one could not live in brooklyn and not catch its spirit of devotion to its baseball club in brooklyn
s dodgers carl e prince captures the intensity and depth of the team s relationship to the community
and its people in the 1950s ethnic and racial tensions were part and parcel of a working class borough
the dodgers presence smoothed the rough edges of the ghetto conflict always present in the life of
brooklyn the dodger inspired baseball program at the fabled parade grounds provided a path for boys
that occasionally led to the prestigious dodger rookie team and sometimes via minor league contracts
to ebbets field itself there were the boys who lined bedford avenue on game days hoping to retrieve
home run balls and the men in the many bars who were not only devoted fans but collectively the
keepers of the dodger past as were brooklyn women and in numbers indeed women were tied to the
dodgers no less than their husbands fathers brothers and sons they were only less visible a few like
pulitzer prize winning poet marianne moore and working class stiff hilda chester were regulars at
ebbets field and far from invisible prince also explores the underside of the dodgers the baseball
annies and the paternity suits that went with the territory the dodgers male culture was played out as
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well in the team s politics in the owners manipulation of dodger male egos opponents race baiting and
the macho bravado of the team how jackie robinson for instance would prod giants catcher sal yvars
to impotent rage by signaling him when he was going to steal second base then taunting him from
second after the steal the day in 1957 when walter o malley the owner of the brooklyn dodgers
announced that the team would be leaving for los angeles was one of the worst moments in baseball
history and a sad day in brooklyn s history as well the dodger team was to a degree unmatched in
other major league cities deeply enmeshed in the life and psyche of brooklyn and its people in this
superb volume carl prince illuminates this brooklyn in the golden years after the second world war

Merchant Vessels of the United States 2015-09-10
includes summaries of proceedings and addresses of annual meetings of various gas associations l c
set includes an index to these proceedings 1884 1902 issued as a supplement to progressive age feb
15 1910

Brooklyn Sunset 1898

The Insurance Journal 1884
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Annual Report of the Commissioner of Patents 1922

Official Register of the United States 1987

Mary Frank 2002-10-08

A Guy from Brooklyn 1898

The Tribune Almanac and Political Register 1947

Merchant Vessels of the United States... 2017-06-05
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Brooklyn’s Renaissance 1896

Merchant Vessels of the United States 2023-10-10

The Mercury Man 2017-06-20

Brooklyn's Most Wanted 1907

Official Register 1967

New York State Education Department Bulletin 1997-04-03
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Brooklyn's Dodgers 1972

New Jersey-New York Airport Commission Compact 1897

Gas Age
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